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Floral Tribute Collection 

 

The designs included in this brochure are there as a guide and offer suggestions which can be 

adapted using different colours and flowers to help you convey your personal message.  

 

Availability of flowers and prices displayed may vary seasonally - should this be the case we will 

advise you immediately upon our receipt of this information. 

 

While some floral tributes can last for several days, factors such as the weather, 

storage conditions and the type of flower used can cause them to deteriorate quicker.  

 

Please don’t hesitate to contact us should you have any queries. 

 
robertsbros@pentrebroughton.co.uk      Tel. (01978) 756997 
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A floral coffin spray is generally designed to be the only tribute placed upon the coffin. These particular arrangements are 

made from a mixture of flowers in the same colour to create a textured appearance. Unless specified, the choice of flower 

is usually left to the florist but you are welcome to make specific requests regarding inclusions or omissions. 

Single Colour Coffin Sprays 

Ref. CS1 - Available in the following lengths 

3ft ~ £100.00 

4ft ~ £140.00 

5ft ~ £170.00 
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CS2 

CS2 - Available in the following lengths 

3ft ~ £100.00 

4ft ~ £140.00 

5ft ~ £170.00 

Mixed Colour Coffin Sprays 

A floral coffin spray is generally designed to be the only tribute placed upon the coffin. This arrangement, and the ones which 

follow on the next page, are made from mixed varieties of flowers and colours. These are purely examples and the colour and 

flower combinations can be tailored to your particular request. If not specified, the choice of flowers will be left to the florist. 
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Mixed Colour Coffin Sprays 
CS4 

CS6 

CS3 

CS5 

Available in the following lengths 

3ft ~ £100.00 

4ft ~ £140.00 

5ft ~ £170.00 
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CS7 

CS8 

To The Left 
 

A spray composed of red and white 
roses and interspersed white lilies. 

 
Below 

 

A mixed spray of varied exotic flowers. 

Luxury Mixed Coffin Sprays 
Below are two examples of mixed sprays which have been made using 

solely flowers of a more expensive and exotic nature. 
The examples are priced accordingly below. 

Available in the following lengths 

3ft ~ £130.00 

4ft ~ £180.00 

5ft ~ £220.00 
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Rose Coffin Sprays 

CS9 - Available in the following lengths 

3ft ~ £150.00 

4ft ~ £200.00 

5ft ~ £250.00 

Coffin sprays can be made from either just elegant roses or interspersed with gypsophila (as above) and are available in 

a wide variety of colours including red, white, pink, orange and yellow (Other colours can be available upon request). 

A spray can be prepared using either a mixture of colours, or just a single colour. 

It should be noted that rose prices will increase in February, near St. Valentines day. 
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Lily Coffin Sprays 

CS10 - Available in the following lengths 

3ft ~ £100.00 

4ft ~ £140.00 

5ft ~ £180.00 

Coffin sprays can be made in either just a single colour of lily or can be a combination of several vibrant colours. 

Lilies are available traditionally in white, pink, orange and yellow (Other colours can be available upon request). 

To ensure the lilies are open and presented in the best way maximum notice is required when ordering these arrangements. 
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Sunflower Coffin Sprays 

CS11 - Available in the following lengths 

3ft ~ £150.00 

4ft ~ £200.00 

5ft ~ £250.00 

Similarly to roses sunflower coffin sprays can be made from either just the vibrant flowers themselves or interspersed with soft 

delicate flowers to soften the appearance of greenery (as shown above). The provision of this style of arrangement 

is restricted to their being in season and as a consequence are not available all year round. 
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Sectional Coffin Sprays 

TP1 - Available in the following lengths 

5ft ~ £220.00 

6ft ~ £250.00 

Sectional coffin sprays are an ideal way of representing three generations or sides of a family simultaneously upon the coffin 

and then be displayed individually following the ceremony. They are comprised of two tapering single ended sprays and a 

large taller posy. They can be prepared in any of the styles and colour schemes shown previously or to your specific request. 
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SE1 - Available in the following lengths 

2ft ~ £50.00 

3ft ~ £70.00 

Mixed Single Ended Sprays 

A single ended spray tapers from its highest and widest point down to a feathered tip and is intended to be placed adjoining 

another arrangement upon the coffin. As illustrated on this page they can be made of a varied combination of flowers 

in one designated colour or as illustrated on the pages which follow they can be made of a variety of flower and colour 

combinations. Unless directly specified, the choice of flower is usually left to the florist. 
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Mixed Single Ended Sprays  

SE3 

SE5 

SE7 

SE4 

SE6 

Below are further examples of mixed flower single ended sprays. 

Available in the following lengths 

2ft ~ £50.00 

3ft ~ £70.00 
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Single Ended Rose Sprays  

SE8 - Available in the following lengths 

2ft ~ £70.00 

3ft ~ £90.00 

In the same way which coffin sprays can be made of either a single flower or a variety, single ended sprays can be 

made in the same manner. Shown here made solely from roses which can be all the same colour or a mixture if preferred 

(and occasionally mixed with gypsophila) these sprays are usually available in red, white, pink, orange and yellow 

(Other colours can be available upon request). 
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Single Ended Lily Sprays  

SE9 - Available in the following lengths 

2ft ~ £50.00 

3ft ~ £80.00 

In the same way which coffin sprays can be made of either a single flower or a variety, single ended sprays can be 

made in the same manner. Shown here made solely from lilies which can be all the same colour or a mixture if preferred 

these sprays are usually available in white, pink, orange and yellow (Other colours can be available upon request). 

To ensure the lilies are open and presented in the best way maximum notice is required when ordering these arrangements. 
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Garlands for Woven Coffins 

Coffin Garland Guide Price 

Traditional Flowers ~ £75.00 

In keeping with the rustic feel of woven coffins many families request a floral garland to further enhance the natural look. 

Generally the garland’s flowers are in keeping with the colour tone of either the coffin or a main arrangement which will be 

arranged. Costs may change if specific flowers are requested. 
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HT1 

All Roses Spray ~ £50.00 

Hand Tied Bouquets 

HT3 

Exotic Flower Spray ~ £60.00 

HT2 

Mixed Flower Spray ~ £50.00 

Traditional hand tied bouquets present flowers in an open and natural way. Usually made from either all roses, a mix of 

traditional garden flowers or more exotic varieties the colour and flower combination can be amended to suit your thoughts. 
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Open Floral Baskets 

Open basket arrangements are ideal for helping the longevity of flowers and are perfect to be laid at a graveside. They can 

accommodate flowers of any variety but are best suited to a more traditional garden combination to complete a natural look. 

B1 

Garden Variety Basket ~ £45.00 
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Floral Lettering 

Floral lettering can be used to form any name or term of endearment. Generally letters are recommended to be displayed 

upright in the hearse windows (as above) for maximum effect however they can also be laid flat upon the coffin if desired. 
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Based floral lettering generally is formed from white or yellow chrysanthemums to provide a tightly knit and clear shape, 

contrasting posies are then applied and often a matching ribbon edge (bottom picture) enhancing the 

clarity of the wording whilst personalising the colour scheme still further, for a more natural and feathered 

look letters are also available with foliage trim (top picture). 

Chrysanthemum Lettering 

L1 Style 

Per Letter ~ £40.00 
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Based floral lettering can also be formed from carnations which provide a much wider variety of colour options 

without the need for flowers being sprayed or artificially coloured. Due to the increased thickness of letters 

from the carnation heads these letters don’t have to be trimmed but are suitable for either a foliage edge (as shown 

above) or coloured ribbon edge and then contrasting posies are applied if desired to further enhance the visual effect. 

Mixed Flower Lettering 

L2 Style 

Per Letter ~ £50.00 
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Floral lettering can also be formed from mixed flowers which provide an open spectrum of colour options however the 

general rule of thumb is to limit to a maximum of 3 colours in any arrangement. Mixed letters don’t require the use 

of ribbon edge trim or posies due to their natural appearance but please note that as a result letter shaping 

can sometimes be less clear than with other options. Please note that with inclusion of certain flowers costs can vary. 

Mixed Flower Lettering 

L3 Style (Typical Price) 

Per Letter ~ £55.00 
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Based Posy Pads 

Traditional floral posy pads are generally made from white chrysanthemums which keep the tightly knit shape, they 

then have a floral posy set on the top section, often in a contrasting colour, and are trimmed with either a ribbon edge 

(top left picture) or a natural foliage edge (top right picture). The base colour can also be changed to either 

yellow chrysanthemums or other colours made from carnations for an additional cost. 

P1 - Available in the following size diameters 

10” ~ £40.00 

12” ~ £50.00 

14” ~ £60.00 

16” ~ £70.00 
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Loose Posy Pads 

Available in the following size diameters 

10” ~ £40.00 

12” ~ £50.00 

14” ~ £60.00 

16” ~ £70.00 

Loose floral posy pads are formed from mixed flowers which provide an open spectrum of colour options 

however the general rule of thumb is to limit to a maximum of 3 main colours in any arrangement 

with smaller complimenting detail in between. 

P2 

P4 

P3 

P6 

P5 
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Based Open Wreath 

Wreaths are probably the most traditional of floral arrangements  -  traditionally they are formed from 

white chrysanthemums to maintain the tight ring shape and are trimmed with edging either from coloured 

ribbon or natural foliage along with a contrasting coloured posy. The base colour can also be changed to 

either yellow chrysanthemums or other colours made from carnations for an additional cost. 

W1 - Available in the following size diameters 

10” ~ £40.00 

12” ~ £50.00 

14” ~ £60.00 

16” ~ £70.00 
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Loose Open Wreaths 

Available in the following size diameters 

10” ~ £40.00 

12” ~ £50.00 

14” ~ £60.00 

16” ~ £70.00 

W2 

W3 

W4 

W6 

W5 

Loose floral wreaths are formed from mixed flowers which provide an open spectrum of colour options 

however the general rule of thumb is to limit to a maximum of 3 main colours in any arrangement 

with smaller complimenting detail in between. 
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Based Closed Hearts 

H1 - Available in the following size diameters 

15” ~ £70.00 

17” ~ £90.00 

21” ~ £120.00 

Generally closed hearts are formed from white chrysanthemum base with a red ribbon trim and red rosy posy to highlight 

their meaning of love. However they can be made with a wide variety of posy and trim colours or a foliage edge. The base 

colour can also be changed to either yellow chrysanthemums or other colours made from carnations for an additional cost. 
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Loose Closed Hearts 

Available in the following size diameters 

H2 

15” ~ £80.00 

17” ~ £125.00 

21” ~ £170.00 

H3 

15” ~ £65.00 

17” ~ £90.00 

21” ~ £125.00 

H2 H3 

Loose closed hearts are formed from either mixed flowers which provide an open spectrum of colour options 

or all sizes of the same flower and colour such as roses (above left picture) with smaller complimenting detail in between. 
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Open Hearts 

Available in the following size diameters 

15” ~ £65.00 

17” ~ £90.00 

Open hearts can either be made on base design (as top left picture) or from mixed loose flowers in a more natural design. 

Generally based hearts will include a coloured ribbon edge and floral posy whereas loose arrangements 

will be of a foliage edge but these can vary if desired. 

H4 

H5 
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Double Hearts 

Styles as illustrated 

£180.00 

Double hearts are always made on base design (as top left picture) from colours opposite combinations for maximum visual 

effect, this would include the ribbon edge and floral posies. Interlocked hearts are generally made from mixed loose 

flowers in a more natural design but if preferred can be changed to a based form with coloured ribbon trim. 

H7 

H6 
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Cushions & Pillows 

Cushions (square) and Pillows (rectangular) are generally made from white chrysanthemums which keep the uniform shape, 

they then have a floral posy set on the top section, often in a contrasting colour, and are trimmed with either a ribbon edge 

(top left picture) or a natural foliage edge (top right picture). The base colour can also be changed to either 

yellow chrysanthemums or other colours made from carnations for an additional cost. 

Available in the following sizes 

C1 

18” ~ £90.00 

21” ~ £120.00 

C2 

15” ~ £70.00 

17” ~ £90.00 

21” ~ £120.00 

C1 

C2 
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Traditional Crosses 

Available in the following sizes 

2ft ~ £60.00 

3ft ~ £100.00 

4ft ~ £150.00 

5ft ~ £180.00 

X1 X2 

Traditional crosses are can either be in based or loose form. In based form from white chrysanthemums which keep the 

uniform shape then with a floral posy set on the top section, often in a contrasting colour, before being trimmed with either a 

ribbon edge (top right picture) or a natural foliage edge. Alternatively they can be made in loose form from any combination 

of colour and flowers. Base colours can be changed to either yellow chrysanthemums or to carnations for an additional cost. 
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Gates of Heaven & Angel 

The Gates of Heaven tribute is always made in a based form, generally white, to preserve the shape of the tribute, then 

trimmed with a contrasting coloured ribbon and posy with metallic finish gates and cross ornament coloured to suit. 

Floral Angels are always in based form with subtle contrasting posy and metallic finish foliage wings. 

R1 - Gates of Heaven 

£150.00 

 

 

R2 - Angel 

£120.00 

Please note - Tributes not illustrated to scale 

R1 

R2 
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These unique floral tributes are fully customisable to your liking. 

They can be made using any colours , any flowers (including chrysanthemum or carnation bases), 
some are also available in alternate sizes (Depending on availability). 

Bespoke Arrangements 
Please note - Tributes not illustrated to scale 

R3 - Anchor 

24” - £80.00  32” ~ £140.00 

R4 - Open Book 

£150.00 

R5 - Butterfly 

£150.00 

R3 

R5 

R4 

Floral anchors and open books are always made in a based form, generally white, to preserve the shape of the tribute, then 

trimmed with a contrasting coloured ribbon and posy - traditionally white, red and blue as naval colours for the anchor. 

Butterflies are made in based form using various colours and varieties of flower to create the details and finer design points 

which can be tailored to your specific request. 
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This booklet serves to provide a snapshot of the options which are available in floral form, over this and the following page 

we have chosen to include some of the other bespoke frames available but likewise these pages are not the limit of 

options available - all can be made in your choice of colours as required. 
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If you have a tribute idea in mind which is not shown within this booklet please don’t hesitate to speak to us - florists are 

artists who create the most wonderful of tributes when given the time and scope to work from a concept or idea. 
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